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as employees of independent agencies working in the UK’s FMCG space.
The views expressed are those of the authors only and are based upon their
independent research.
The webinar and its ensuing on-demand recording has not been formally edited and
does not necessarily reflect the views of Brand Organic, TRAIDHUB nor those of Austrade.
The contents of the webinar should not be reproduced without the written permission of the
authors and Austrade. While every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the material
in the webinar, Austrade, Brand Organic, TRAIDHUB nor the authors will be liable for any loss
or damages incurred through the use of information provided. London, September 2021.
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Top Consumer Trends: General Market

01

ONLINE

04

LOST MIDDLE

Huge online growth
(28% in 2020 alone).
Digital-first now a
common approach
(Retail Economics).

02

Many markets are undergoing
premiumisation, while the pandemic has
fuelled growth for discounter retailers as
well as those at the high end (Kantar).

AT HOME
Strong ‘at home
economy’ as a result of
the pandemic, as well
as convenience & relocalisation (Deloitte).

05

03

PACKAGING
Plastic and general
sustainability all on
agenda as UK pushes
towards net zero
(Nielsen).

PRIVATE LABEL
Private and white label goods accounted
for over 50% of retail sales in 2019, with
the UK a recognised market leader in the
practice (Nielsen).

Top Consumer Trends: Purchasing
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HEALTH & WELLNESS

02

The pandemic has accelerated
growth in this sector. 25% of the
population expected to be vegan by
2025 (Mintel, Sainsbury’s).

03

PURPOSE LED
UK consumers are willing to pay more
for products that come with an
ethical/sustainable accreditation, and
expect brands to act in the Planet's best
interests (Statista).

DIRECT TO SOURCE
More UK consumers are buying direct
from brands than ever before, with
47% citing better pricing as the main
reason (Retail Economics).

04

CASH RICH BUT INSECURE
Many UK consumers have
considerable spending power after
saving during the pandemic, but
remain unwilling to spend due to
future uncertainty (Retail Economics)

What Buyers Want
Hugely dependent on market (i.e. bulk, retail etc) and category (i.e. fresh, ambient, plantbased), but in general buyers are looking for products that are:

Innovative.

In growth.

Within policies.

Bringing a point of
difference.

In a growth category
or in demand.

Sourcing policies are key to
almost all retail entities.

Well priced.

Supported.

Secure.

Competitive and fit
margin requirements.

Via promotion,
marketing etc.

Strong supply chains with
low lead times/MOQs.

What Buyers Want
Key questions buyers ask Brand Organic on a daily basis:

Can you
meet our
margins?

What trend
does it fit?

Is distribution
in place to
supply us?

How will you

What are your

support the
listing?

lead times and
MOQs?

Channels
In general, there are four main ways to enter the UK’s FMCG market:
RETAIL

FOOD SERVICE

D2C

BULK/PL

2020: £403bn,
28% online

2020: £133bn
(Drinks Business).

2020: £96bn
(Barclays).

White label goods
accounted for

(Retail Economics).
CAGR: 8.5%, 2021
1.7%, 2022 0.9%

64% drop April 20-Mar
21 (Real Business).
CAGR: 3.8% up to

Expected to hit
£120bn by 2023.
CAGR: 7.7%

around 54% of all
FMCG sales in 2019
(Nielsen).

(IGD)

2026 (Mordor).

(Barclays).

Channels: retail
UK retail can be split into three widely recognised sectors accessed via an importer
and/or distributor:
ONLINE
PHYSICAL
55% of shoppers felt safe
on their latest trip to a
physical retailer
(Kantar, July 2021).

YOY growth dropped for first time ever –
falling by 2.6%.
Currently accounts for 13.3% of the
total market (Kantar).
Expected to expand by 26% by 2026
(IGD).

Overall sales down
compared to 2020 after
unprecedented growth.

NAR
New age retail is difficult to
estimate.

Convenience and discount
in growth as consumers
move local (IGD).

Real-time and app-based
delivery services such as
Weezy & Jiffy are raising
huge investment to offer
hyper-local services.

Channels: Food Service
The UK food service industry has been heavily impacted by the pandemic. Again all are accessed via
an importer and/or distributor:
Restaurants/Cafes
Food-to-go
Market contracted by
29% in 2020 to be worth
£15bn after a decade of
growth (Lumina).
Expected to rebound to
pre-pandemic size by
2022.

Market contracted 53% in 2020 to
£8.9bn, once again after a decade of
growth.
Expected to reach £12bn in 2021, and
continue to grow as restrictions ease
(Lumina).

Hotels
72% contraction in 2020
(IBIS). Contracting before
this.
Market could take longest to
recover to pre-pandemic
levels.

Channels: Bulk and Private Label (PL)
65

Bulk channels always accessed
via an importer. Can be
approached directly.

Negotiations lengthy but can be
done directly with
retailer/distributor/importer.
Many areas remain underserved.
(Data: Nielsen).

55

% market share of private label within cat

Private label is a growing
category; UK a market leader.
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Service Providers
A typical simplified supply chain for UK market access would look as follows:

1

2

3

4

5

Producer/

Importer

Warehouse/

Retailer/

Consumer

manufactuer
/exporter
(country of

(UK based
entity)

distribution
(optional)

food
service/
website

origin)

(outlet)

Margin requirement: Approximately 60%

Service Providers
Additional considerations for service assistance throughout the supply chain:

Broker/Agent:
Can assist with introductions, but

SoMe/Marketing/Sales Teams/Agencies:
Represent products on the ground for a fixed free

may request commission.

and/or commission.

Warehouse/Distribution
Do you need both?

1

2

3

4

5

Compliance: importers
A registered UK company must act as importer of record, paying all duty etc.
This entity is responsible for the product on UK shores.
The right import partner can be a good initial move while you assess product-market fit.

PROS

CONS

> One point of contact.

> Not in control of UK

> Hands-free UK entry.
> No long-term UK costs

presence.
> Less room for negotiation

and /or responsibilities.
> More opportunities for
consolidated shipping.

and value addition.
> Additional step in chain can
push margin.
> Can request exclusivity.

Compliance: setting up a UK company
If you want/need more control in the UK market, including selling D2C, you must own the product on
UK shores (post Brexit and EU address is no longer satisfactory).

CONSIDERATIONS
> Setting up of a UK company (address

> Register for VAT (if applicable).
> Insurance (Public liability etc).

required).
> Find a financial partner (accountant).
> Registering as an FBO if applicable.
> Find a 3PL provider.
> Obtain EORI & find a clearance partner.
> UK bank account.

> Register for organic status and/or other
third party certifications (The Vegan Society).

Steps to
sustainability
The UK market is fiercely

Things to consider:
PROMOTIONS

01

competitive. It is difficult to

What is your strategy?
Over 50% of goods in the
UK are purchased on
promotion (Mintel).

BRAND PRESENCE

02

How do you intend to connect
with consumers? Brand
loyalty is at an all time low.
What is your hook?

succeed in the long term,
particularly in retail.

MARKETING

03

Do you have a strategy?
Influencers have been a
focus, but consumers are
increasingly savvy.

SALES

04

NPD

05

As soon as your products
are on the shelf they are
old. Can you continue to
innovate?

Are there people on the
ground selling, sampling
and generally getting you
out there and is it working?

NEW CHANNELS

06

Are you targeting a specific
age group? In general, the
younger the shopper, the
more likely to shop online.

Australian Success Stories

REMEDY

PANA CHOCOLATE

ORGRAN

Strong timing, innovation
and promotions.

Steady independent
expansion.

Growth via an exclusive import
partner at the right time.

Image credits: Remedydrinks.com (left), pana-organic.com (middle), orgranglutenfree.co.uk (right).

Summary
> The UK market is fiercely competitive. You cannot just turn up and sell.
> Products that are on-trend or that add value to a category have most chance of success.
> No buyer will simply replace one product with another without a compelling reason. The same
goes for consumers. Understand your value proposition in the context of the UK market.
> Retail requires investment in marketing, promotion etc, and is in a period of huge transition.
> D2C is in growth but can be complicated. Ensure you are compliant.
> Food service is in recovery, but this will take time.
> Post-Brexit, an entity must take ownership of your goods in the UK.
> If starting out in the UK, is an import partner worthwhile? It removes most compliance issues.

THANK YOU
FOR LISTENING
Q&A now in session.
Useful links:
Austrade: austrade.gov.au
Austrade services: austrade.gov.au/australian/how-austrade-canhelp/trade-services
Brand Organic: brandorganic.co.uk
TRAIDHUB: traidhub.com
UK/Aus partnership news: gov.uk/world/australia/news
UK Gov import/export: gov.uk/topic/business-tax/import-export
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